Restore NYC is a nonprofit
organization making freedom
real for survivors of trafficking
in the United States.
Our vision is a world free from trafficking.
For every survivor, a life of hope, restoration,
and flourishing.
Since 2009, we have pioneered
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innovative counseling, housing,

evolving anti-trafficking field. For all

and economic-empowerment

services, we are committed to inter-

solutions that give survivors access

agency collaboration and rigorous

to improved well-being, safe homes,

outcome evaluation. Ultimately, we

and real jobs. Our entrepreneurial

are most grateful that Restore NYC is

spirit, paired with a commitment to
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and culturally sensitive care, has

25% of our program staff
are survivors who are now
leading others to freedom.
Our Programs
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Client Services

Housing

Economic Empowerment

Clinical Counseling,
comprehensive case
management, and resource
coordination.

Emergency housing,
transitional housing, and
independent living

Job-readiness classes,
job placement, and
entrepreneurship training

2022 Freedom Gala

Data shows us that traffickers don’t target people—they
target vulnerabilities. They disproportionately target
Black and Latina women experiencing housing instability
and economic disadvantages. Women like Carla, whose
trafficker first approached her outside of a homeless shelter
after she was turned away. Or Imani, who met her trafficker
soon after aging out of the foster care system.
For over a decade, Restore has provided trauma-informed,
culturally appropriate care to survivors of trafficking. We
know what it takes to move from compassion to impact.
And we are eager to continue to be leaders in the field as
our work is needed now more than ever.
Restore’s Freedom Gala positions us to make more of an
impact to help transform the lives of women like Carla
and Imani. Our vision is expanding. With the support of a
rapidly growing community ready to take action, we can
refine, improve, and scale our programs to deepen our
impact. We look to the future with great hope as we aim to
make freedom real for thousands more survivors.
After 13 years of serving thousands of survivors and those
at risk of trafficking, we would do it all over—even if it were
just for the one.

JOIN US.
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FREEDOM GALA 2022

Event Leaders
Restore’s 2022 Freedom Gala will be our first in-person event in the last three
years. The success of our Freedom Gala depends first and foremost on our event
leaders. Partners like you help make life transformation possible for survivors of
trafficking. Your support makes a difference. You have a unique perspective and
the ability to invite others to join you in your support. Your name also helps us
brand the event and tap into your networks. Thank you.

GALA CHAIR

HOST COMMITTEE

Publicly support the event (i.e., your name will
be listed in event communications)

Publicly support the event (i.e., your name will
be listed in event communications)

Raise and/or give a minimum of $50,000

Raise and/or give a minimum of $25,000

$50,000

•

•

As part of this commitment, purchase at least
two tables ($14,000) and invite contacts likely
to support Restore financially
Restore staff will partner closely with you to
help you reach your goal

$25,000

•

•

As part of this commitment, purchase at least
one table ($7,000) and invite contacts likely to
support Restore financially
Restore staff will partner closely with you to
help you reach your goal

Promote the gala within your communities
(e.g., post on social media, leverage any
media contacts)

Promote the gala within your communities
(e.g., post on social media, leverage any
media contacts)

Identify and solicit other event leaders,
including dinner committee members and
corporate sponsors.

Identify and solicit other event leaders,
including dinner committee members and
corporate sponsors.

Feature prominently in in-event programming
(e.g., give remarks if appropriate)

Feature prominently in in-event programming
(e.g., give remarks if appropriate)

If interested, please contact Gloria Ramón, Chief Development Officer,
at freedomgala@restorenyc.org or (212) 840-8484.
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DINNER COMMITTEE

$10,000

Publicly support the event (i.e., your name will
be listed in event communications)

Keep freedom
real for
survivors
of trafficking.

Raise and/or give a minimum of $10,000
•

•

As part of this commitment, purchase at least
one table ($7,000) and invite contacts likely to
support Restore financially
Restore staff will partner closely with you to
help you reach your goal

Promote the gala within your communities
(e.g., post on social media, leverage any
media contacts)

The fair market value of each Freedom Gala ticket
is $260. Customization available upon request.
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P.O. Box 1003
Bowling Green Station
New York, NY 10274

restorenyc.org — info@restorenyc.org — (212) 840-8484

Making freedom
real for survivors
of trafficking in the
United States.
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Restore is a 501(c)(3) organization. All donations are tax-deductible.
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